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Notes

I wanted to make a hat to match the “MJ Tweed Scarf”,
but that stitch pattern has no elasticity, so I opted in-
stead for a Brioche Ribbing pattern that mirrors the
vertical stripes of the scarf and, like the scarf, uses only
one color of yarn per round but produces vertical color
stripes. I recommend knitting the hat first to maximize
the size of the scarf.

Gauge is not crucial to this project because the Brioche
Rib (as noted by Elizabeth Zimmerman) has an incred-
ible capacity for horizontal stretch. Knitters who typi-
cally go up or down a needle size to get gauge, however,
may wish to adjust their needle size accordingly.

This stitch pattern is also reversible: Color A is domi-
nant on one side, but Color B dominates the other. If one
is careful about weaving in ends, the hat is reversible.
Instructions are provided for knitting a simple cap with
no turned-over brim, a short brim, or a long brim.

The model pictured was knit from MJ Simple Sock Fin-
gering Weight yarn in the Cerulean Twilight for Color A

and Purple Dragon for Color B. The MJ Brioche Hat and
this scarf together use one skein of each color, but knit
the hat first to maximize yarn for the scarf.

Gauge: Largely irrelevant for this super stretchy hat

Needles: US #3 (3.25mm), 16” circular and DPNs

Notions: 3 Stitch Markers in Two Colors

Abbreviations

DPN(s) = Double Pointed Needle(s); K2tog = Knit 2
STS together; K2Ytog = Knit 2 STS and crossed Yarn-
over together; KSYtog = Knit ST and crossed Yarn-
over together; LHN = Left Hand Needle; P2tog = Purl
2 together; PSYtog = Purl ST and crossed Yarn-over
together; RHN = Right Hand Needle; SL = Slip (purl-
wise); SM = Slip Marker; SSSK = Slip 1 knitwise, Slip
1 purlwise, Slip another 1 purlwise, insert LHN into
all 3 STS and knit them together; ST(S) = Stitch(es);
SL1YOC = Slip 1 purlwise, Yarn Over, allowing yarn to
Cross over the slipped ST; SL2YOC = Slip 2 purlwise,
Yarn Over, allowing yarn to Cross over the slipped STS;
WS = Wrong Side; WYIF = With Yarn In Front; WYIB
= With Yarn In Back; YO = Yarn Over; YOSL1C = Yarn
Over, Slip 1, allowing yarn to Cross over the slipped
ST(S)

Method

The Brioche Ribbing stitch pattern is complicated to de-
scribe but easy to knit after some practice.

The purl stitches are worked on odd-numbered rounds
with Color A. On these rounds, only the purls are
worked; the knit stitches are slipped. After slipping
the knits, one works a YO, but the YO is allowed to
cross over the slipped stitch. When working the purl
stitches, the stitch and the YO that crossed it on the
previous round are worked together.
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The knit stitches are worked on even-numbered rounds
with Color B. On these rounds, only the knit stitches
are worked; the purl stitches are slipped. Prior to slip-
ping the purls, one works a YO, but the YO is allowed
to cross over the slipped stitch. When working the knit
stitches, the stitch and the YO that crossed it on the
previous round are worked together.

Because of the yarn positioning after working a stitch,
the YO and crossing over instructions are reversed for
knit and purl rounds. The working yarn is in back
on knit rounds, making it easier to YO first and then
slip the stich. With the working yarn in front on purl
rounds, it’s easier to slip the stitch first and then bring
the yarn around the RHN and back to the front to purl
the next stitch.

When changing colors, simply drop the old color in
favor of the new color; do not twist the yarns around
each other. Unlike intarsia worked back-and-forth, this
method of spiraling mutliple colors in the round looks
best if the yarns are not twisted when switched – and
there will be no gap. In fact, keeping both balls or yarn
in a project bag or knitting bowl will allow you to rotate
the bag/bowl as you switch yarns to keep the strands
untwisted.

Do be careful when working the last stitch of the knit
round: The last stitch of the previous (purl) round will
be slipped with the crossed yarn-over; because the purl-
round yarn is dropped at that point, the crossed yarn-
over will not be locked into place; just be sure to catch
that strand of yarn when working the last stitch of the
knit rounds before switching colors back again.

To prevent a tight cast-on edge, twice as many stitches
are cast on as will be worked for the body of the hat. The
first two preparation rounds decrease the stitch count
and establish the slip stitch Brioche pattern.

Instructions

Preparation Rounds

Using Color A, cast on 144 STS on a 16” circular needle;
join into round, being careful STS are not twisted. Slip
the first ST cast on to the RHN, and place the unique-
colored marker.

Round 1 Continuing with Color A, (P2tog,
SL2YOC) around to marker, SM. Do
not break yarn.

Round 2 Switching to Color B, (YOSL1C,
K2Ytog) around to marker, SM. Do not
break yarn.

Body

Repeat the following two rounds until work measures 6.5”
from cast-on edge for a simple cap without a folded
brim (7.5” for a short fold-over brim, 8.5” for a taller
fold-over brim):

Round 1 With Color A: (PSYtog, SL1YOC)
around.

Round 2 With Color B: (YOSL1C, KSYtog)
around.

Crown Shaping

Mark off three sections of 24 STS by placing two
contrasting-colored markers 24 STS before and 24 STS
after the beginning-of-round marker. As you decrease
the stitch count, switch to DPNs as necessary.

Work the following 6 rounds three times:

Round 1 With Color A: *[PSYtog, SL1 WYIB
(do not cross over), PSYtog, SL1 WYIB
(do not cross over); work (PSYtog,
SL1YOC) to next marker]* three times.

Round 2 With Color B: *[YOSL1C, SSSK, work
(YOSL1C, KSYtog) to next marker]*
three times.

Round 3 With Color A: (PSYtog, SL1YOC)
around.

Round 4 With Color B: (YOSL1C, KSYtog)
around.

Round 5 With Color A: (PSYtog, SL1YOC)
around.

Round 6 With Color B: (YOSL1C, KSYtog)
around.

Work Rounds 1–4 (above) again three times.

Work the following four rounds once:

Round 1 With Color A: (PSYtog, SL1 WYIB (do
not cross over) around.

Round 2 With Color B: (YOSL1C, SSSK) around.

Round 3 With Color A: (PSYtog, SL1 WYIB (do
not cross over) around.

Round 4 With Color B: (K2tog around.

Cut yarns, thread darning needle, and pull both yarns
through remaining 9 sts. Cinch closed and weave in
ends.

If you weave carefully, the hat will be reversible and
have an entirely different color effect on each side, de-
pending on which yarn dominates.

Folding the brim up will show both color-dominant
sides to great effect.
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